Appendix 1 to the General Terms and Conditions for payment services of ProCredit Bank (Bulgaria) EAD:
Fees on Payment account for basic operations within the meaning of Article 118 of the Payment Services
and Payment Systems Act

Opening of an account (including the issuing of a debit card
and internet banking pertaining to the account)
Monthly maintenance fee (including with an issued debit card
and internet banking pertaining to the account)
Deposit into an account through a deposit safe, ATM, pay-in
terminal:

up to BGN 4,594

above BGN 4,594
Withdrawal of up to BGN 1,000:

by debit card at ProCredit Bank ATMs

by debit card at ATMs of another bank in Bulgaria

by debit card at ATMs abroad
Payments for goods and services by debit card at POS
terminals at a merchant location
Fixed automated transfer:

interbank transfer

intrabank transfer between clients of the bank
Outgoing transfer in national currency through Internet
banking:

intrabank transfer

to other persons, organisations and the budget
through BISERA
Outgoing transfer in national currency on paper:

Credit transfer on paper to Payment account in
another bank through BISERA

Credit transfer on paper to other Payment account of
the budget through BISERA
Outgoing transfer in foreign currency through Internet banking:

intrabank transfer

SEPA transfers

non-SEPA transfers with TOM value date
Incoming transfer in foreign currency
Maximum amount for cash withdrawals at ATM in
Bulgaria/abroad:

for a 24-hour period

for a 7-day period
Maximum amount for POS payment in Bulgaria/abroad:

for a 24-hour period

for a 7-day period
Total limit:

for a 24-hour period

for a 7-day period
Minimum balance
ProBanking internet banking registration fee
Fee for re-issuing of a bank card

free of charge
BGN 1.50




free of charge
0,09% on the amount in excess of BGN
4 954 ( min BGN 2.99, max BGN 195)


BGN 0.18 per transaction

BGN 0.88 per transaction

EUR 2.49 + 1%
free of charge



BGN 0.90
free of charge




free of charge
BGN 0.74




BGN 2.37
BGN 2.47


free of charge

BGN 1.50

EUR 9.99
free of charge



BGN 150
BGN 500




BGN 150
BGN 500




BGN 150
BGN 500
BGN 250
BGN 50
BGN 20

The appendix shall be applicable for payment accounts for basic operations in line with art. 118 of
the Payment Services and Systems Act for private individuals and shall not be amended or
cancelled by the standard fees for the same payment operations according to the Price list for
private individuals.

